What Do You MEME? Generating Explanations for Visual Semantic Role Labelling in Memes
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Abstract
Memes are powerful means for effective communication on social media. Their effortless amalgamation of viral visuals and compelling messages can have far-reaching implications with proper marketing. Previous research on memes has primarily focused on characterizing their affective spectrum and detecting whether the meme’s message simulates any intended harm, such as hate, offense, racism, etc. However, memes often use abstraction, which can be elusive. Here, we introduce a novel task – EXCLAIM, generating explanations for visual semantic role labeling in memes. To this end, we curate ExHVV, a novel dataset that offers natural language explanations of connotative roles for three types of entities – heroes, villains, and victims, encompassing 4,680 entities present in 3K memes. We also benchmark ExHVV with several strong unimodal and multimodal baselines. Moreover, we posit LUMEN, a novel multimodal, multi-task learning framework that endeavors to address EXCLAIM optimally by jointly learning to predict the correct semantic roles and correspondingly to generate suitable natural language explanations. LUMEN distinctly outperforms the best baseline across 18 standard natural language generation evaluation metrics. Our systematic evaluation and analyses demonstrate that characteristic multimodal cues required for adjudicating semantic roles are also helpful for generating suitable explanations.

Introduction
In recent years, memes have become essential for communicating complex ideas and discussing societal issues. Besides being a developing phenomenon on the Internet, memetic visual recipes constantly mutate by adapting to the ever-evolving disparate social outlook, rendering them abstruse. Due to their design accessibility, memes are being increasingly disseminated to cause various kinds of harm (Pramanick et al. 2021a), including hate (Kiela et al. 2020a), offense (Shang et al. 2021), trolling (Suryawanshi and Chakravarthi 2021), etc. Recently, there have been developments towards automatically detecting such memes (Sharma et al. 2022b). However, the limitations start materializing while contemplating aspects like multimodality and contextual dependency.

For example, it is challenging to detect the multimodal narrative framing of social entities in memes (Sharma et al. 2022a,c), and to model the inherent contextual reasoning.

We attempt to leverage the features learned while detecting semantic role labels: hero, villain, and victim for memes towards generating plausible natural language explanations. In doing so, we aim to contextualize memes towards critical social-media based use-cases like content moderation and digital marketing. Generated explanations can help contextualize role labeling and assist in the retrospective deduction for strategic insights.

Memes often implicitly ply sarcasm, satire, humor, and irony while vilifying, victimizing, or glorifying target entities. Generating explanations for such aspects is challenging due to the need for abstract reasoning and multimodal contextualization, as role labels and corresponding explanations are complementary to each other. As an illustration, Figure 1 depicts a meme in which Donald Trump is portrayed as falsely implicating the Democratic Party for concocting the ruse of ‘Coronavirus’, without explicitly stating it. Therefore, Donald Trump needs to be adjudicated as a villain, based on the meme’s semiotics involving his ironic stance reversal in the depicted scenario. Consequently, Democratic Party’s role as a victim needs to be ascertained based upon the sarcasm implied. EXCLAIM asks for an explaining agent to factor in such intricacies while generating a suitable explanation for the aforementioned semantic roles.

The textual modality is well known to be instrumental to-
wards detection of hateful memes (Kiela et al. 2020a), harmful memes, and their target types (Pramanick et al. 2021a,b), meme emotion (Sharma et al. 2020), intra-modal incongruity (Pan et al. 2020), and semantic role labels for multiple affective connotations in memes (Sharma et al. 2022c). On the other hand, a rare task exhibiting visual influence is detecting harmful entity (Sharma et al. 2022a), which encompasses a single affective connotation. Moreover, the image modality has been observed to under-perform in detecting meme emotions (Singh, Bauwelinc, and Lefever 2020; Ruiz et al. 2020). Therefore, modality-influence typically varies across tasks. However, can something similar be generalized for the task complexity or modality-specific output configuration, like that solicited by EXCLAIM?

Bateman (2014) studied the text–image relation (Barthes and Heath 1978) graphically as a systematic network, and highlighted that text amplifies the image, while an image inhibits it. Memes were later deconstructed into three parts: (i) an initial verbal component influence generic users, (ii) the visual part for experienced users, and (iii) a conclusive second verbal part for the twists. This reinstates visual obscurity, emphasizing abstract reasoning for critical memetic analysis. We aim to investigate contextual augmentation for EXCLAIM via shared learning from multiple related objectives (Lee and Shen 2022).

To summarize, we benchmark our proposed dataset, ExHVV using several unimodal and multimodal baselines, typically involving uni/multi-modal encoder-decoder architectures. We further propose LUMEN, a multimodal encoder-decoder framework that incorporates the entity-specific role-label information and explanation generation capability via multi-task learning. We compare the performances of these systems using multiple standard natural language generation (NLG) evaluation measures to assess their generation quality. We finally divulge LUMEN’s limitations while highlighting the challenges posed towards addressing EXCLAIM. Our contributions are summarized as follows:1

1. EXCLAIM: A novel task formulation, soliciting explanation generation for semantic role labelling in memes.
2. ExHVV: A multimodal dataset comprising natural language explanations accompanying the sets of memes, entities, and semantic roles.
3. LUMEN: A novel multimodal, multi-task learning framework that facilitates shared feature learning, from semantically related tasks.
4. An extensive study of the explanation generation quality, across 18 standard NLG evaluation measures.

**Related Work**

This section briefly discusses relevant studies on meme analyses that primarily attempt to capture a meme’s affective aspects, such as hostility and emotions, along with other noteworthy research on memes.

**Meme Analysis.** Several shared tasks have been organized lately, with a recent one on detecting the hero, the villain, and the victim entities in memes (Sharma et al. 2022c). Others include troll meme classification (Suryawanshi and Chakravarthi 2021) and meme-emotion analysis via their sentiments, types and intensity prediction (Sharma et al. 2020). Notably, hateful meme detection, introduced by Kiela et al. (2020b) and later followed up by Zhou, Chen, and Yang (2021), garnered significant interest, with various solutions being proposed. A few of these efforts included fine-tuning Visual BERT (Li et al. 2019) and UNITER (Chen et al. 2020), along with using Detector-based representations (Velioglu and Rose 2020; Lippe et al. 2020) for hateful meme detection. On the other hand, there were systematic efforts involving unified and dual-stream encoders using Transfomers (Muenighoff 2020, Vaswani et al. 2017), ViLBERT, VLP, UNITER (Sandulescu 2020; Lu et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020), and LXMERT (Tan and Bansal 2019) for dual-stream ensembling. Besides these, other tasks addressed anti-semitism (Chandra et al. 2021), propaganda techniques (Dimitrov et al. 2021), harmfulness (Pramanick et al. 2021b), and harmful targeting in (Sharma et al. 2022a) and detection of memes (Sharma and Pulabigari 2020; Sharma, Pulabaigari, and Das 2020).

**Visual Question Answering (VQA).** Early prominent work on VQA with a framework encouraging open-ended questions and candidate answers was done by Antol et al. (2015). Since then, there have been multiple variations observed. Antol et al. (2015) classified the answers by jointly representing images and questions. Others followed by examining cross-modal interactions via attention types not restricted to co/soft/hard-attention mechanisms (Lu et al. 2016; Anderson et al. 2018; Malinowski et al. 2018), effecting learning the explicit correlations between question tokens and localized image regions. Notably, there was a series of attempts toward incorporating common-sense reasoning in (Zellers et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2016, 2017; Marino et al. 2019). Many of these studies also leveraged information from external knowledge bases for addressing VQA tasks. General models like UpDn (Anderson et al. 2018) and LXMERT (Tan and Bansal 2019) explicitly leverage non-linear transformations and Transformers for the VQA task, while others like LMH (Clark, Yatskar, and Zettlemoyer 2020) and SSL (Zhu et al. 2021) addressed the critical language priors constraining the VQA performances, albeit with marginal enhancements.

**Cross-Modal Association.** Due to an increased influx of multimodal data, the cross-modal association has received significant attention lately. For cross-modal retrieval and vision-language pre-training, accurate measurement of cross-modal similarity is imperative. Traditional techniques primarily used concatenation of modalities, followed by self-attention to learn cross-modal alignments (Wang et al. 2016). Following the object-centric approaches, Zeng, Zhang, and Li (2021) and Li et al. (2020) proposed a multi-grained alignment approach, which captures the relation between visual concepts of multiple objects while simultaneously aligning them with text and additional meta-data.

---

1The source code for this work can be found at https://github.com/LCS2-IIITD/LUMEN-Explaining-Memes.
On the other hand, several methods also learned alignments between coarse-grained features of images and texts while disregarding object detection in their approaches (Huang et al. 2020; Kim, Son, and Kim 2021). Later approaches attempted diverse methodologies, including cross-modal semantic learning from visuals and contrastive loss formulations (Yuan et al. 2021; Jia et al. 2021; Radford et al. 2021).

Despite a wide coverage of cross-modal and meme-related applications in general, there are still several fine-grained aspects of memes that are yet to be studied. Here, we attempt to address one such novel task: EXCLAIM.

**ExHVV: Dataset Curation and Annotation**

**Dataset.** Since EXCLAIM requires a multimodal dataset with memes, semantic role labels for entities referred, and associated natural language explanations, we leverage HVVMemes. This dataset was recently released as part of a shared task at CONSTRAINT-2022 (Sharma et al. 2022c). The original dataset, HVVMemes, was annotated considering the connotative labels for meme’s entities by associating them with roles: hero, villain, victim or others across the domains of COVID-19 and US Politics. We augment HVVMemes with natural language explanations for the connotative labels provided for entities present in memes by re-annotating them and occasionally rectifying the role labels wherever obvious. Table 1 shows the summary of ExHVV. We consider only hero, villain and victim, as other cases would be either inherently ambiguous or would solicit explanations that could be out-of-scope w.r.t. this work. This resulted in the increment of entity-specific sample count in ExHVV for category hero by 78, villain by 616, and victim by 159. Annotators are requested to explain why an entity could be a hero, villain, or victim. This resulted in a total of 4680 labeled samples (c.f. Table 1). The explanations reasonably varied across annotators, in terms of the vocabulary and length owing to their different explanation styles. The subjectivity of the task is also highlighted in the annotations, as memes often lead to several valid interpretations.

**Annotation Process.** Two annotators were trained especially for obtaining explanations w.r.t. EXCLAIM. They were prescribed standard annotation guidelines (c.f. Table 2), which were drafted to assist them w.r.t. the task requirements and ambiguity resolution. The annotation guidelines explicitly emphasized the consideration of the meme author’s viewpoint as a standardized reference. The annotators were also issued a list of verbs with certain use cases to maintain consistency across the annotations. Both the annotators were briefed w.r.t. annotation guidelines by a consolidator and were tasked with annotating an initial common set of 20 random memes with 125 entities for assessing and streamlining the annotation patterns. The test set was then annotated, considering the feedback from the consolidator. The remaining memes were then equally distributed amongst the annotators, with the consolidator adjudicating ambiguous cases. These aspects were accommodated in the final dataset to ensure consistent annotations.

The annotation quality was assessed via human evaluation by explicitly capturing the semantic validity and diversity of the explanations proposed. The questions posed in this assessment, along with the possible answer choices (and corresponding scores assigned) were:

- Does the annotator provide a valid explanation? No/Partially/Yes (0/1/2), no label (-1)?
- Are the given pair of annotations diverse or not? No/Yes (0/1), invalid (no) annotation (-1)?

The average normalized validity and diversity scores captured from this assessment were 0.81 and 0.84, respectively, for both the annotators.

**Methodology**

This section presents the details of LUMEN, our proposed multimodal, multi-task learning framework to address EXCLAIM (c.f. Fig. 2). As exemplified while motivating EXCLAIM in Section , the role labels and the corresponding explanations are likely complementary; we hypothesize that predicting one should help infer the other. LUMEN comprises four key components: (a) Visual Recognition, (b) Entity Semantics, (c) Explanation Generation, and (d) Role-Label Prediction. The latter three also contribute toward modeling the sub-tasks (ST) – sequence classification (ST-1), explanation generation (ST-2), and role-label prediction (ST-3), as part of the multi-tasking framework in LUMEN.

The visual recognition module contributes via OCR-based meme’s text extraction, caption generation, and visual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Annotation Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Explanations should consider meme author’s perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Explanations should emphasize meme’s content only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Annotations should be narrated/written-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using reported speech for opinions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In the simple present form when stating facts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Explanations should be lexically diverse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cases labeled as others should be skipped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Entity should constitute as explanation’s primary subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Obvious erroneous labels should be rectified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Explanation may follow a standardized format: [Entity] [Connotative Word] [Description].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Each explanation should refer to a single entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Explanations may borrow facts from the OCR text.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Prescribed guidelines for ExHVV annotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split</th>
<th>U.S. Politics</th>
<th>Covid-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Val</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villain</td>
<td>1708</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hero</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2515</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset summary, tabulating the entity-specific sample counts w.r.t. different domains and splits.
Figure 2: An illustration of LUMEN’s architecture, constituting modules: (1) Visual Recognition, (2) Entity Semantics, (3) Explanation Generation, and (4) Role-Label Prediction.

feature extraction. The entity semantics module jointly encodes the meme’s embedded text and the candidate entity while optimizing for sequence classification task. On the other hand, the explanation generation module firstly encodes a specially configured prompt, along with the meme text and its captions, followed by optimizing over the autoregressive decoding of the encoded hidden representations. Finally, the outputs from the first three modules are exploited towards role-label prediction task via their multimodal fusion. Effectively, LUMEN jointly trains for sequence classification, role prediction, and explanation generation by optimizing the joint-loss formulation from the three corresponding objectives. We explicate each of these components in detail in the following subsections.

Visual Recognition

Since memes contain everything primarily as visuals, every input characteristic cue needs to be mined utilizing some visual processing mechanism first. To this end, we first extract the meme’s embedded text and perform OCR-based extraction of embedded text from a given meme image using Google’s OCR Vision API. We consider the meme’s text entirely and discard any inherent line breaks while preprocessing. The meme’s visual background in the form of imagery might not holistically capture the meme’s intended message. However, it does provide a harmonizing comprehension for gaining a complete perspective on the meme’s message. Evidence by Blaier, Malkiel, and Wolf (2021) suggests that utilizing meme captions improves hateful meme identification results. Furthermore, additional cues such as the person, the location, and the entities present in the meme are helpful for downstream tasks. Thus, we use such ancillary information along with the OCR text. For image captioning, we make use of the recently-released OFA model (Wang et al. 2022). Finally, we encode the meme visuals using a ViT-based model and extract the pooled output from its last hidden layer, to obtain visual embedding $V_{h_v} \in \mathbb{R}^{1536}$.

Entity Semantics

As discussed previously, verbal content within the memes prominently constitutes associated semantic undertones. Towards capturing the semantics from the textual content embedded within memes, we empirically designate the output from the last hidden layer of DeBERTa (He et al. 2021), as our preferred choice. Besides demonstrating its superiority for a wide range of tasks, namely MNLI, SQuAD, RACE, etc., DeBERTa has demonstrated superior performance in detecting semantic role labels for entities in memes (Kun, Bankoti, and Kiskovski 2022). We employ its deberta-v2-xlarge pre-trained variant ($#\text{layers}: 24, \#\text{H}: 1536, \#\text{parameters}: 900M$) for an objective similar to the latter, except for considering the ‘other’ category as a target semantic role within EXCLAIM formulation. While using the last hidden layer output, we also fine-tune this setup toward the sequence classification objective. The inputs to this model are configured as a pair of sequences: $[\text{CLS}] A [\text{SEP}] B [\text{SEP}]$, wherein $A$ corresponds to OCR-extracted text and $B$ is the candidate entity. We fine-tune this model jointly within LUMEN w.r.t. three target labels, hero, villain and victim, and obtain a mean-pooled representation for embedding entity-semantics: $T_{h_e} \in \mathbb{R}^{1536}$, along with a multi-class classification loss ($\mathcal{L}_{\text{SEQ}}$) for the given sequence,

$$
\mathcal{L}_{\text{SEQ}} = - \sum_{c=1}^{3} y_{o,c} \log(p_{o,c})
$$

Explanation Generation

Generating natural language explanations conditioned on complex multimodal cues requires optimal modeling of entity-specific semantic role w.r.t. a given meme. To fully leverage the required information and compensate for the missing modality (Ma et al. 2021) induced due to obscure memetic visuals, we formulate the required encoder’s input as the combination of only text-based inputs, which inherently factors in the visual modality as well. To this end, we make use of T5, a transformer-based
encoder-decoder model, designed specifically to cater to tasks that can be reframed in text-to-text format (Raffel et al. 2020a). For encoder inputs, we consider meme’s OCR-extracted text (source A) and caption (source B) and configure them as A [SEP] B [SEP]. We also prepend every input with a task-specific prompt as follows:

```
Generate explanation for ENTITY as ROLE: OCR-TEXT
[SEP] CAPTION
```

where the items above are replaced by the corresponding values for each sample. This is also depicted in Figure 2.

We use t5-large variant of T5, a 770 million parameter model checkpoint, originally pre-trained on a multi-task mixture of unsupervised and supervised tasks and was evaluated on a set of 24 tasks. We fine-tune it for the conditional generation objective along with the teacher-forcing strategy for training, and thereby obtain the T5-decoder’s mean-pooled last hidden layer representation ($E_{h_t} \in \mathbb{R}^{1024}$) and a language modeling loss ($L_{LUMEN}$),

$$L_{LUMEN} = -\log(p(y_t|y_{<t}))$$

Role-label Prediction

Predicting semantic role labels for a given meme is another key sub-task we aim to incorporate as part of LUMEN design. Towards this, we fuse the representations gleaned via ViT-based visual features ($V_{h_i} \in \mathbb{R}^{768}$), DeBERTa-based entity semantics ($T_{h_i} \in \mathbb{R}^{1536}$) and T5-based representations obtained whilst decoding explanations ($E_{h_t} \in \mathbb{R}^{1024}$). This not only takes into account modality-specific information for image and textual modalities via $V_{h_i}$ and $T_{h_i}$ respectively but also from the joint multimodal representation ($E_{h_t}$), representing the interaction of visual description, textual context from meme and explanation-specific decoded hidden states. We first non-linearly project these representations individually into 512 dimensional space before concatenating them. Finally, the fused representation is condensed into a 512-sized embedding that represents the fused multimodal feature before eventually being linearly projected to $C_{OUT} \in \mathbb{R}^{3}$ and utilized towards a 3-way multi-class classification. The corresponding cross-entropy loss ($L_{RP}$) for semantic role prediction, culminated from this realization, is further incorporated into the overall multi-task learning objective.

$$L_{RP} = -\sum_{c=1}^{3} y_{o,c} \log(p_{o,c})$$

Finally, we combine the loss terms obtained from entity-semantics ($L_{SEQ}$), explanation generation ($L_{EXP}$), and role prediction ($L_{RP}$) modeling objectives. Optimizing using this joint-loss formulation facilitates leveraging the similarities of these three related tasks, leading to enriched feature learning in LUMEN. The joint loss is configured as follows:

$$L_{LUMEN} = \beta_1 L_{SEQ} + \beta_2 L_{EXP} + \beta_3 L_{RP}$$

where $\beta$s are set as $\beta_1 = 0.2$, $\beta_2 = 0.5$, and $\beta_3 = 0.3$.

Baselines

We benchmark ExHVV, using several multimodal and unimodal baselines. The baselines use transfer learning and are encoder-decoder models with unimodal and multimodal pre-trained encoders and a pre-trained text-based decoder fine-tuned on ExHVV.

Unimodal Text-only. T5 (Raffel et al. 2020b), BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) and GPT2 (Radford et al. 2019).

Unimodal Image-only. ViT (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) and BEiT (Bao, Dong, and Wei 2021).

Multimodal. For the multimodal (text+image) systems, we employ several combinations of these vision encoders, text encoders, and text decoders as baseline models.

Experimental Details

As part of our experimental setup, we first conduct multiple benchmarking experiments leveraging state-of-the-art systems as baselines and compare their performances with LUMEN’s. Since EXCLAIM emulates the natural language generation task family, we adopt an exhaustive set of standard evaluation metrics accordingly. Metrics used for comparing baseline performances: BLEU (B-[1,4]), METEOR (M), ROUGE-L (R-L), and CIDEr (C). Further, we discuss and compare explanations generated by unimodal (image/text-only), multimodal, and LUMEN systems. Next, we divulse ablation study-based performances towards establishing the component-wise relevance. Additionally, we evaluate best-performing models across modality configurations, using additional closeness-measuring metrics: BERTScore (BERTs), BP, chrF, GLEU, LASER (LAS), and RIBES (RIB), and error rates based metrics: TER, WER, WER-D, WER-I, and WER-S. 2 The experimental observations also capture the performance change induced by the proposed system, LUMEN, w.r.t. the second best comparative baseline. Despite the metric-specific variations, the comparison is primarily made at the system level, not at the individual metric level.

Benchmarking ExHVV

Since our primary objective is to generate natural language explanations, we observe patterns contrary to what other related tasks conventionally exhibit, such as multi-class/label multimodal classification, wherein multimodal systems typically outperform unimodal ones. This performance behavior stems from the output requirement of EXCLAIM, which is text generation. Also, this performance shift has varying implications regarding the explanation generation quality, which we will elaborate on later.

Unimodal text-only systems for BERT, GPT2, and T5-based decoders open with good median scores of 0.498, 0.396, 0.313, and 0.230 for BLEU-1/2/3/4, respectively, and METEOR, ROUGE-L and CIDEr values 0.247, 0.468 and 0.840 scores, respectively. This suggests not only better linguistic grounding but also objective completeness. Semantic alignment can be better adjudged by gleaning the generated explanations. In terms of uni-gram overlap, the text-only
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2We refer to the evaluation metrics for baseline as gen-eval; closeness-based comparison of top-performing systems set as gen-eval, and error-rate-based metrics as gen-eval,.
Higher scores are better. This suggests a significant downgrade in the CIDEr score, which propounds the dominance of unimodal yields a sizable gain of 2/3/4), the latter is better. The T5-based unimodal model shows exceptional gen-eval performance. As part of exploring MTL towards explanation generation for semantic role labeling of meme entities, our primary focus in this work is on explanation generation; therefore, we exhaustively evaluate it. As for the sequence generation task, we observe a steady decrease in validation loss from 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. Their inadequate median BLEU-1, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L scores of 0.498, 0.230, and 0.468, respectively, indicate this. T5-based system subtly outperforms the BEiT-based vision-only one by 0.5%, whereas, in terms of fluency (BLEU-2/3/4), the latter is better. The T5-based unimodal model yields a sizable gain of 18% in terms of consensus-based CIDEr score, which propounds the dominance of unimodal text-only systems as being closer to the ground-truth explanations (c.f. Table. 3). On the other hand, multimodal baselines (except ViT.BERT.BERT based model) exhibit a significant drop of 4% median scores across the gen-eval scores. This suggests a significant downgrade in the explanation generation quality that, to a reasonable extent, can also be characterized by the gen-eval suite. Finally, LUMEN, owing to its systematic, multimodal, and multi-task regime, shows exceptional gen-eval performance.

Figure 3: Illustration of explanation generation quality, for unimodal text (U-T), unimodal image (U-I), multimodal (MM), and LUMEN. Left: U-T explains better; Right: LUMEN explains better. Prediction scheme: Correct, Incorrect and Partially-correct.

Table 3: Performance comparison for EXCLAIM, using gen-eval metrics across unimodal, multimodal and LUMEN. Top two scores across the metrics are presented in bold; higher scores are better; t represents the second best model.
and factually relevant ones: see Figure 3 (right).

### Ablation Study

This section presents the performance details (c.f. Table 4), induced by sequentially removing critical components from LUMEN. We begin by replacing the simple concatenation-based fusion in LUMEN with popular multi-headed self-attention-based fusion and observe an average decline of 2\% across gen-eval suite. This potentially indicates a self-aligning tendency of LUMEN that operates using a simple concatenation of jointly projected visual, textual, and multimodal signals. Ada-factor optimizer reflects better convergence and low memory footprint (1\% drop on removal). Whereas wtd. loss implies performing a weighted combination of the constituent loss terms (0.5\% drop on removal) in multi-task learning (MTL) setup (c.f. Table 4) in LUMEN. Further, the textual captions from the meme visuals contribute crucial 2\% to the gen-eval scores. Replacing the primary decoder, T5, with GPT2 brings down the average gen-eval score massively from 0.390 to 0.327, reinstating the T5’s robustness for NLU tasks against that of GPT2. Multi-task learning setup demonstrates its utility with the performance reduction of 2\% when the system is evaluated with only text generation objective. Finally, removing deBERTα and ViT-based components prompts a reduction of 4\% and 3\%, respectively, in the non-MTL configuration compared to the system under the MTL regime.

### Extended Evaluation

The n-gram-based metrics constituting gen-eval overlook aspects like distributional semantics-based similarity, sentence length consideration, sub-word level overlap, multi-linguality, etc. Therefore, we further compared the best systems across modalities, including LUMEN, using gen-eval, a suite of 6 additional evaluation metrics that represent explanation generation quality w.r.t. the ground-truth explanations (c.f. Table 5). The trend observed earlier for gen-eval is reflected again in gen-eval, with the models being in the decreasing order of LUMEN, UM-TXT-T5, followed by UM-IMG-BEiT,T5 and MM-ViT.BERT.BERT, in terms of performance. The lead of 1.6% and 1.1% by the image-only model over the text-only model suggests the subtle closeness that image-only models exhibit.

### Error Analysis

Despite LUMEN’s stellar performance and consistent explanation generation quality, it is observed to fall short in exhibiting the required inductive biases acquired from EXCLAIM. This is likely due to the inherent complexity posed by multimodal interactions, which either resist accurate prediction or induce additional noise in the pipeline. Another prominent limitation discerned from LUMEN’s explanations is the strong intra/cross-modal grounding, which in a few cases results in LUMEN picking up some exact verbal or visual cues from the input memes and missing out on the correspondingly required semantic coherence. The impact of these challenges can be observed occasionally within the generated explanations. As for the error-rates evaluated using gen-eval, interestingly, LUMEN yields increments of 3.3\%, 12\%, and 2.6\% on TER, WER-I, and WER-S, respectively. This not only implies the complexity involved in bridging the gap between the reference sentences and the candidate explanations but could also indicate the novelty, sufficiency, and creativity observed in LUMEN’s explanations. This is corroborated by 2.4\% and 43\% deductions, LUMEN induces in WER and WER-D scores, respectively. Also, LUMEN-generated explanations exhibit greater diversity, with 45 more unique non-stop words as against that for a unimodal text-only system.

### Conclusion

We introduced a novel EXCLAIM, for generating natural language explanations for semantic role labels within memes. We first presented EXHVV, a new multimodal dataset that curates natural language explanations suited for EXCLAIM, and a benchmarking setup encompassing multiple unimodal and multimodal baselines. Next, we proposed LUMEN, a robust multimodal, multi-task learning framework to address EXCLAIM. The empirical observations reflect within the quality of generated explanations for models from different modality configurations. Besides showcasing LUMEN’s adequacy and fluency, we also highlighted its inherent limitations, which constitute strong intra/cross-modal grounding w.r.t. the generated explanations and induced multimodal noise. We hope the insights from this work and the resources we release will nourish thought-provoking ideas to be explored in future work.
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**Table 5:** Evaluation using gen-eval, that measures generated text’s closeness with ground-truth. Top two scores across the metrics are presented in bold; higher scores are better; † represents the second best model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>BERTs</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>chrF</th>
<th>GLEU</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>RIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UM-TXT-T5†</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM-IMG-BEiT,T5</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM-ViT.BERT.BERT</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMEN</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6:** Error Evaluation using gen-eval. Top two scores across metrics are presented in bold; lower scores are better; † represents the second best model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>TER</th>
<th>WER</th>
<th>WER-D</th>
<th>WER-I</th>
<th>WER-S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UM-TXT-T5†</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM-IMG-BEiT,T5</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM-ViT.BERT.BERT</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMEN</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Error Analysis**

**Conclusion**
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